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1. Introduction

There has been a growing interest in cloud based solutions in Poland for the 
last several years. Companies from various sectors value the flexibility of the 
cloud, its high level of security and a wide range of ready-made services. The 
attractive business model which has already influenced the way we perceive 
the costs of IT environments and their settlement within the application port-
folio has also played a role in the growing popularity of the cloud. 

Despite this, Eurostat1 indicates that Poland is at the very end in the ranking of 
countries in Europe which use cloud computing. Only Romania and Bulgaria 
remain behind Poland. The local branch of Microsoft2 in its recent publication 
described the Polish cloud computing market in a similar fashion. What are 
the possible causes of such a situation according to experts?  

The fact that Poland lacks companies operating on a global scale, that 
built their companies in the country, does not help making the cloud pop-
ular in Poland.
IT solutions in Poland are relatively young compared to those created in 
developed countries of Western Europe as well as in the USA. Poland is just 
barely starting to deal with the so-called legacy system3.
Polish enterprises lack support from institutions that regulate the finan-
cial and insurance market. These organizations, guarding trust towards 
the sector, recommend introducing numerous control elements which 
perfectly match the hosting, collocation and outsourcing offer, but are not 

suitable for the current cloud offer. Bringing the concept of cloud to host-
ing loses the meaning of the cloud. This causes difficulties during the 
launch of such an environment.
There are still many barriers among Polish entrepreneurs such as the fear 
of losing data from the cloud or even the fear of moving data outside of 
the building from their own company. This is often associated with low 
awareness of the rigorous security which cloud computing is based on.

Technology is usually well ahead of legal regulations. Undoubtedly, in the 
future, interpretations for financial institutions will be more tailored to the 
market needs and the possibilities of enterprises providing IT outsourcing 
services. Considering the above reports and the needs of the financial sector, 
it is worth noting the hybrid cloud which enables some of the data (e.g. sensi-
tive data) to be processed within the country, and applications of less strin-
gency - in the public cloud. Such options are offered by Microsoft Azure Stack, 
commercially launched in Poland.4

1 http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Cloud_computing_-_statistics_on_the_use_by_enterprises
2 https://news.microsoft.com/pl-pl/features/chmura-w-polsce-gdzie-dzis-jestesmy/
3 http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/legacy-system.html
4 https://www.beyond.pl/uslugi/microsoft-azure-stack/
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Azure Stack is a solution which in Poland is offered by Beyond.pl, a Microsoft 
partner. The service was launched in one of the certified data centers of 
Beyond.pl located in Poznan (Rated 4 security standard according to ANSI5). 
However, it should be remembered that this solution is not an Azure environ-
ment in the on-premises model in its own server room, nor a successor of 
Microsoft virtualization products. 

Azure Stack was designed so that the client can use the cloud with the possi-
bility of providing it from a data center located within the country – with 
shorter availability, faster data transmission thanks to a high bandwidth and 
the possibility of organizing audits. By introducing the service to the Polish 
market, Microsoft and Beyond.pl took into account the unique needs of com-
panies from sectors in which the aspects of security and data protection play 
a very important role, e.g. medical and financial sector.

Thanks to Azure Stack, such organizations will be able to take advantage of the 
benefits of the cloud while meeting the legal requirements for processing and 
storing data on the territory of Poland. The solution of Beyond.pl ensures the 
highest level of security confirmed by certificates (Rated 4, ISO 27001) as well 
as the compliance with the recently introduced General Data Protection Regu-
lation (GDPR). The service has been implemented in a connected mode to 
ensure the maximum integrity with the Azure global cloud. In both cases, the 
user uses the administration panel with identical naming and construction, 
what facilitates managing the infrastructure.

2. Azure Stack – global cloud on the local scale

The mobility of the environment (the possibility to easily transfer resources to 
Azure), the availability of ready-made PaaS applications, the compatibility of 
deployments and the level of data security – these all make Azure Stack a service 
definitely worth considering in an IT architecture if data processing in a regulated 
sector is involved.

5 https://www.beyond.pl/rated-4-data-center/
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3. Azure Stack at Beyond.pl

Azure Stack can work in two deployment options – disconnected6 and 
connected with Azure. The disconnected deployment, often also called as 
"submarine" by Microsoft, is recommended in cases where there is no access 
to the network, the access is not possible or delays cannot be accepted. In the 
case of Beyond.pl, we are talking about the connected deployment. Moreo-
ver, Azure Stack operates in the data center7 in Poznan, for which the compa-
ny bears full responsibility. In this way, this solution opens up completely new 
opportunities for customers who require highly flexible cooperation, which 
global suppliers are not able to provide.

To start with, Beyond.pl offers various forms of contracts for the delivery of 
a service based on Azure Stack, adapting to the client's business needs such as 
the scope of the service, the SLA conditions and the level of administration of 
the Azure environment. The company may also offer complementary services.

The proximity of Internet exchange points in Poznan enables companies to 
easily connect to other providers and to the Azure public cloud. A dedicated 
connection to the Beyond.pl data center results in a lower number of delays 
and more efficient work parameters than the access to the nearest public 
region of Azure from Poland. This can be crucial for hybrid solutions. 
Beyond.pl when presenting its offer follows the most important technological 
trends. Gartner, a global independent research and advisory firm evaluating 
the latest technology trends, demonstrated that in the future strategic 
geo-planning will be one of the most significant aspects when it comes to 

managing IT environments. The key will not be having global infrastructure, 
but focusing on the strategic distribution of resources at local partners8.

As in this model the supplier of the final service to the client is Beyond.pl, all 
issues regarding the security of the location, operating procedures, audits, 
administrators operating the environment along with any formal issues, are 
the responsibility of the local Microsoft partner. What is very important, all 
legal issues are subject to Polish law.

6 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/azure-stack-disconnected-deployment
7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=8Rrc0MfyleM
8 https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/top-10-technology-trends-impacting-infrastructure-operations-for-2018/
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3.1. Services offered in Azure Stack

There are many services offered in Azure Stack at this moment (apart from 
typical IaaS services) to which belong: PaaS services and server-less services, 
such as AppService, Azure SQL, Azure Functions, Kubernetes as well as the 
integration with Visual Studio Team Services and Team Foundation Services. 
We actually can get a very rich environment for designing interesting systems 
when storing key data in Poland just by adding the same deployment model 
based on ARM9 templates, the role-based access control (RBAC)10 which is the 
security model for access management as well as the dedicated services 
which can be offered in the Azure Stack Marketplace11.

At the moment Azure Stack does not offer the same features as Azure, but it is not 
its role. However, it is worth emphasizing that the offer of Azure Stack is constantly 
expanding with new, interesting services within the publicly available roadmap12. 

Azure Stack has lately announced13 the future possibility to use such services 
as IoT Edge, an Ethereum-based solution, Machine Learning Server and 
integration with VSTS. Ultimately, there will be more services allowing to build 
more and more interesting scenarios. Concepts of particular interest will be 
based on neural networks which will be trained on anonymized data in Azure 
and used in Azure Stack with a strong integration with applications delivered 
continuously in the on-premises model.

9 https://github.com/Azure/AzureStack-QuickStart-Templates
10 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/user/azure-stack-manage-permissions
11 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/azure-stack-marketplace-azure-items
12 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/roadmap/?tag=azure-stack
13 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-azure-stack-developer-features-to-build-intelligent-hybrid-applications/
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4. Reference architecture

There are many examples of solutions that use both Azure, Azure Stack and 
a local data center’s potential, depending on the project's incentive and its 
business purpose, regulatory restrictions as well as data classification. Below 
are some scenarios which are worth considering, especially in the financial 
and insurance industry. 

Our experience shows that when designing domain systems, the most difficult 
for Polish IT companies is to migrate data to the cloud. We are talking about 
data with a high degree of confidentiality – sensitive data, as well as confiden-
tial data – for example in banks. The potential leak of such information could 
have a very negative impact on the clients' trust towards the company and 
would also involve legal consequences, in particular with regard to personal 
data. On the other side, contemporary market challenges and changing 
demographics demand that the majority of systems get closer to the end 
customers and offer them a self-service from anywhere and at anytime. More 
and more data for analysis are obtained from outside of their own systems 
(e.g. from the Internet) and their own data center. Moreover, large companies 
are more willing to cooperate with start-ups, especially with those involved in 
big data analysis, machine learning, personalization, marketing and customer 
segmentation. On the one hand, we have the expectation of full control, 
which often gives only the illusion of security, and on the other hand, a strong 
motivation to opening up to the world, cooperation, speed and flexibility. 

A nearly flagship example of such a project is the implementation of the PSD2 
directive14 (Payment Services Directive 2) and solutions around it, which 
should be implemented still in 2018.

14 https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/payment-services-psd-2-directive-eu-2015-2366_en
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4.1. Example of PSD2 architecture in Azure Stack

Hybrid solution based on Azure, Azure Stack and on-premises solutions

API layer

Azure Active Directory
Third Party Provider authorization

Interfaces
Communication 

bus

CRM

Central 
system

Electronic 
channels

VPN 
Connection

Web Application 
Firewall

API Management

Express Route

Temporary base

TPP registration dataAzure Web Site
Portal for Third Party Providers

Middleware Client’s data center

Domain systems

The following architecture does not present a specific, selected implementa-
tion of the PSD2 solution, because it may be different within each institution 
and can depend on domain systems as well as integration methods. Below, we 
offer an exemplary implementation model illustrating the greatest advantages 
of the proposed architecture.

API / Cache queries transformation
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4.1. Example of PSD2 architecture in Azure Stack

There are several elements in the model which are particularly noteworthy 
and these are:

The publishing environment and API presentation are best placed 
outside your organization. Potentially, such a layer will be exposed to 
attacks and heavy customer traffic. Azure API Management15 is an ideal 
component to accomplish this task. It also offers elements such as author-
ization, connection limit per client, billing elements per client and version-
ing (placed in the public Azure cloud).
API will not offer any advanced data processing logic. We will leave this 
element to solutions working on Azure Stack, because it is here where we 
will process production data of a banking customer and data provided by 
TPP (Third Party Payment Service Provider) – a non-bank entity which 
provides payment services with the right to providing aggregate informa-
tion on the account balances to clients. The layer of data conversion, addi-
tional services and registration of the already mentioned TPPs alone can 

be implemented in Azure Stack. To build a portal for registration of the 
already mentioned payment service providers, we can use Azure App 
Service with Azure SQL. This system uses the internal representation of 
the API, published as part of the dedicated Site2Site VPN connection, as 
well as the intermediate databases, which will contain synchronized data 
from domain systems to avoid excessively frequent queries.
Using the S2S VPN connection, the Azure Stack’s API will be communi-
cating with the bank’s API and with domain systems supporting differ-
ent channels.
The interfaces to the banking systems alone will stay in the bank's 
on-premises environment, to which the Site2Site VPN connection from 
Azure Stack will be established16. This is very beneficial due to the com-
munication needs of the bank (numerous different components) and 
proximity to the interfaces of the central system.

15 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/api-management/
16 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/azure-stack-vpn-gateway-settings
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4.1. Example of PSD2 architecture in Azure Stack 

An alternative solution may include the implementation of the above propos-
al with an exclusive use of Azure or Azure Stack (except for the availability of 
API Management in Azure Stack), where the Azure Stack service will be used 
as a backup environment to be switched to in the case Azure is not available. 
The same identities registered in Azure Active Directory will be used. 

Such a solution is interesting due to the fact that it allows to maintain the 
consistency of architecture in both implementation models, i.e. in Azure and 
Azure Stack. The Traffic Manager will ensure effective management of incom-
ing traffic, which improves the application’s availability thanks to automatic 
work. In this approach, the service is not tied to one region only, but operates 
within many locations of a given geography.

Azure or Azure Stack-based 

backup environment and client’s data center

Backup solution

A A

Client’s data center

Load Balancer Load Balancer

Traffic Manager
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4.2. Test environments in Azure, production 
environment in Azure Stack

Recently, more and more practical cloud architectures for test and develop-
ment environments for banking and insurance applications have appeared. 
They include a hybrid model using a corporate data center and cloud as well 
as automation as part of CI / CD processes.

However, there is a certain challenge. Even if we refine the process automa-
tion for test environments, we can not transfer them 1:1 to our own data 
center for production. However, we may consider migrating them to Azure 
Stack so that they work there and maintain a low-latency communication with 
the on-premises environment.

Dev&Test environments 
and R&DAzure Azure Stack

Interfaces
Communication 

bus

CRM

Central 
system

Electronic 
channels

VPN 
Connection

App Service Azure Function

Code repository, 
CI / CD process management

Azure CDN

Identity

Express Route

Production environment 
and hybrid solutions Client’s data center

Domain systems

Azure SQL Redis Cache Azure SQL Redis Cache

App Service Azure Function
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By choosing Azure and Azure Stack we can use:
Azure ARM to automate the process of creating infrastructure in Azure 
and Azure Stack. 
Azure Automation DSC17 from Azure to automate configuration and 
validation of server configurations in both Azure, Azure Stack and 
on-premises environment. However, if a given company uses other config-
uration solutions (such as Ansible, Chef and Puppet), it can also use them.
Visual Studio Team Services18 to automate the CI/CD process for Azure Stack.

Process automation and instant scalability will become useful especially in the 
case of dynamic development environments which constantly evolve and 
change the amount of resources. If the database of the system transferred to 
Azure Stack needs to stay in its own data center for technical reasons, we are 
also able to handle it. Due to the proximity of the Beyond.pl environment, 
delays should not adversely affect the application.

17 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automation-dsc-overview
18 https://visualstudio.microsoft.com/team-services/

4.2. Test environments in Azure, production 
environment in Azure Stack

21 22

Due to such approach, we can simultaneously obtain:
Easy to automate public cloud and within Azure environments with 
high volatility, e.g. new test applications.
The possibility to build solutions in the Cloud Native model, and thus with 
the use of services such as Kubernetes, PaaS and very popular Functions. We 
can use the same architectures for selected production environments at 
Beyond.pl.
The possibility to use the domain systems’ API, available in the client's 
on-premises environment for solutions implemented in Azure Stack.

Most importantly, due to the compatibility of the Azure and Azure Stack offer, 
in the future we will be able to decide where both test and production 
environments should work. It gives a lot of freedom in the context in case 
there are changes in the decision of the market regulator.



4.3. Cooperation with start-ups

The market of mature companies has been willingly looking for inspiration and new 
business models through integration with start-ups19. The year of 2017 showed 
great interest in such cooperation. Many newly emerged companies build their 
solutions and deliver them to end customers in the cloud using technologies often 
unavailable in the on-premises world. Selected Polish institutions agreed that for 
the creation of MVP (Minimum Viable Product20) the start-ups should use the dedi-
cated subscription in Azure, while during the implementation stage the system 
may be transferred to the on-premises environment.

And here the situation gets complicated. Since a start-up has already been using 
Cloud Native solutions, switching to the classic infrastructure is not desirable. 
Moreover, it also involves additional costs. In such scenario, Azure Stack will work 
perfectly. It will allow start-ups to locate dedicated and production applications and 
integrate them with the world of internal services, without the need of changing 
the architecture of the entire solution or to some extent. Technologically it will look 
like in the previous scenario. The solution will enable an easy development of the 
system in Azure as well as launching of target solutions in Azure Stack environ-
ments, especially when the Cloud Native concept is essential.

Therefore, building the application architecture in accordance with Azure Stack has 
many advantages. The solution is transferable between Azure and Azure Stack and 
vice versa, and offers more opportunities than the world of virtual machines.

19 https://www.cashless.pl/3040-the-polish-fintech-alphabet-66-companies-changing-the-financial-industry-in-poland
20 https://www.techopedia.com/definition/27809/minimum-viable-product-mvp
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5. Azure Stack and Polish Financial 
Supervision Authority (KNF) regulations

When publishing the document from 23/10/201721 the financial market regulatory 
authority placed before the entities supervised by the Polish Financial Supervision 
Authority (KNF) a number of requirements and conditions regarding the use of 
public clouds. This has two dimensions. A positive one, because there is a docu-
ment that specifies the regulator's expectations in this aspect. A negative one, 
because it shows that the implementation of any system, even not the key one, in 
the cloud environment is subject to many expectations along with regulations and 
some of them can not be fulfilled technically (e.g. environment architecture map-
ping for Cloud Native applications in a bank environment).

A number of these expectations, however, can be easier to meet due to the Polish 
offer of Azure Stack at Beyond.pl, with the assumption that Azure Stack is an offer 
of a public cloud within the meaning of the KNF’s document. The KNF’s guidelines 
define a cloud as a service delivery model that provides a convenient, location-in-
dependent network access on demand to a shared pool of configurable computing 
resources. These resources can be dynamically increased or decreased with mini-
mal management efforts and minimal service provider participation.

There are some sections in the regulation that can be implemented directly by 
Beyond.pl on the basis of additional contracts. In the case of using a public cloud of 
global suppliers it is much more difficult.

21 https://www.knf.gov.pl/knf/pl/komponenty/img/Komunikat_dot_korzystania_przez_podmioty_nadzorowane_z_uslug_przetwarzania_danych_w_chmurze_obliczeniowej_59626.pdf
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5. Azure Stack and Polish Financial 
Supervision Authority (KNF) regulations 

BANKING BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING
According to the document, cloud computing services constitute entrustment of 
service provision and thus the banking business process outsourcing for these 
systems is potentially necessary. Beyond.pl meets these requirements due to its 
short chain of subcontractors. System administration is handled by its own team of 
employees, not by an external company. After analyzing a specific case, Beyond.pl 
signs an unlimited liability agreement with the client.

PLACE OF PROVISION OF SERVICE
In the case of Beyond.pl, the Microsoft Azure Stack service is offered in Poland - at 
Data Center 2 in Poznan, where confidential data are processed. The company may 
issue a certificate of the place where data are processed at the customer's request. 
As a result, the client is not obliged to analyze additional risks related to the disper-
sion of data processing media and resulting from locating servers with data in 
many places around the world.

RISKS RELATED TO SUBCONTRACTING
The document indicates that the risks related to subcontracting specific activities 
should be also analyzed. In the case of the Microsoft Azure Stack service at 
Beyond.pl, such analysis can be eliminated because the company does not employ 
any subcontractors to manage the client's platform.

POSSIBLE CHANGES IN CONTRACT TERMS
In the case of Microsoft Azure, a change to the contract is linked to a change in the 

pattern of Microsoft documents. Whereas as for Azure Stack, it is a matter of nego-
tiating the contract terms between the end customer and Beyond.pl, which offers 
the service as a Cloud Service Provider. The case of each client is considered on its 
own merits.

GUARANTEES, SURETIES AND LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
The liquidated damage relating to Azure Stack is subject to exclusive negotiations 
between Beyond.pl and the end customer. Failure to meet the terms of the SLA 
(Service Level Agreement) is associated with the compensation payment to the 
client specified in the contract. Beyond.pl offers SLA at the same level as Microsoft 
which equals 99.95%.

THE RIGHT TO CONDUCT AN ENVIRONMENT AUDIT 
Audits reported by an external client, auditor or supervisor are feasible only if: 
a) they concern the data of the customer, b) they will not cause instability in the 
operation of the service, c) they will be notified in advanced to Beyond.pl, along 
with the audit procedure. What is important, the audit of the IT environment takes 
place at the physical location of the installation where the resources are stored.

JURISDICTION
In the case of Azure, the courts of Ireland has exclusive jurisdiction on Microsoft, in 
the case of Azure Stack in Beyond.pl Data Center 2 - the courts of Poland. The 
contractual parties may indicate the jurisdiction of the court as required.
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6. Conclusions

As can be seen in this analysis, the cloud computing market in Poland has only 
just begun. One of the reasons for the slow pace of cloud development in 
Poland is, among others, the lack of consistent regulations and the low level 
of eagerness of the supervisory institutions in regulated industries. 

For this reason, Polish innovative companies, especially from sectors which 
are obliged to take particular care of security and protection of personal data, 
face a real challenge today. On one side, they would like to implement new 
technologies and business models, but on the other side they are limited by 
strict regulations.

The proposed solution created due to the cooperation of Microsoft and its 
local partner  – Beyond.pl, supports Polish enterprises in achieving the goals 
related to the use of the cloud’s potential, at the same time guaranteeing com-
pliance with regulations and ensuring the highest level of security.

Azure Stack provides access to global cloud resources from the local data 
center and was created precisely for organizations which would like to use the 
flexibility of cloud computing, but have to store their data in the country. 
Thanks to this solution, organizations in Poland can be sure that the sensitive 
data which they process are stored at a Polish address and are subject to 
Polish law.
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SECURITY
The highest standard of data protection 
confirmed by certificates.

EASE OF MANAGEMENT
A compatible set of PaaS tools and a quick 
launch of the service. Access to public and 
private cloud.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Availability around the clock of Service 
Desk team and help from Microsoft 
experts. Full IT administration of the 
Azure products.

LOCATION
Global Microsoft Azure services avail-
able from a local data center. Storage of 
personal data in Poland.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY
High data availability thanks to fault 
tolerant infrastructure. Guaranteed SLA 
99,95%.

CARRIER NEUTRALITY
Access to over 20 domestic and inter-
national telecom operators.

7. Benefits of Azure Stack at Beyond.pl
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Beyond.pl was founded in 2005 and it is the first telecommunication carrier 
neutral data center offering IT services for the business sector in Poland. 
Data Center 2 as the only data center in Central Eastern Europe received the 
ANSI/TIA-942 Rated-4 Certification which equates to the highest level of data 
security. The company’s wide range of services includes, among others: 
collocation, cloud computing, dedicated infrastructure and complex IT 
administration. Both Beyond.pl data centers are located in Poznan and their 
total surface equals to 12 800 m2.
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Multicloud at Beyond.pl:

• Cloud for Business (VMware),
• e24cloud (KVM),
• Microsoft Azure Stack,
• Microsoft Azure.
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